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A Letter from Jim Mein
Dear Friends,
The more I think about our Christmas faith the
more it amazes me.
The Incarnation–the belief that Jesus was both
fully human and also Divine–has always been
difficult for our minds to hold. From early times,
when the school of Antioch stressed the human
and the school of Alexandria stressed the divine,
we all tip one way or the other. But beyond that,
what I find more amazing still is how the concept
that we should hold these two ideas together
arose.
The idea of a baby, son of Mary and Joseph with
brothers and sisters, living a carpenter’s life and
then a prophet’s life, with all its rejection,
frustration, suffering and death: this is truly
remarkable as a picture of the creator God. The
divine and human nature of Jesus in Christian
faith is not a problem to be solved, or a choice to
be made, but a polarity to be lived. It is holding
two truths in tension; not finding a mid-point, and
not alternating, God in this moment, human in
that, but celebrating both ends together. It is
enabling God to be both utterly other and totally at
one with us.
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But theology, at it’s best, reflects truths for living.
Here is an image for our lives. We are each individually unique, important,
lovable. We rightly care for ourselves and want to be the best, the most
that we can be. But we are also part of a family, a community, humanity;
part of the whole created order. Being ourselves and giving ourselves to
the wider world are not alternatives but must go together. The way out of
our present economic and political problems (and they are very deep) is
not to retreat into looking to our own selfish interests, but also not to tell
folk that they individually are unimportant. Rather it is to recognise that we
are each incarnate in the world, part of it and our welfare is bound
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together with its welfare. We must not separate ourselves–rich or poor,
east or west, British or foreign, Christian or Muslim, black or white, or
even good and bad. The incarnation, God becoming an individual,
specific part of the world was because he loves it, all of it. It is an image
to challenge each one of us.
Finding hope and joy at Christmas is not a simple, automatic thing–we will
all feel the cold, perhaps be at odds with family or friend, worry about our
health or finances–but hope and joy are there at the heart of this festival–
for God is with us and we are with each other.
May that presence be in our hearts and bring peace and goodwill to all
the world.

Basics (Food) Bank
by Liz Mackay
At harvest everyone was really generous and the food bank was
extremely grateful. Since then there have only been a few tins each week
though the food bank is still functioning. Christmas is coming. Let’s have
another sustained effort to contribute to the welfare of the folk in need
around us – a tin-a-week is all it takes.

Magazine Articles
Please submit your contributions as soon
as you can and no later than the deadline.
Articles and photos should be sent to the
office by email, remembering that photos
should be sent separately and not
embedded in an article. This allows for more
careful editing and a better quality of
printing. Thank you.
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NEWS & VIEWS
Contributions welcome.
DEADLINE for the
February issue is
THURSDAY
16 January

St Peter's Advent Calendar
by Kristee Boyd
Please find enclosed St Peter's very own Advent Calendar! This is a
whole community initiative that is going to be shared widely in St Peter's
community and beyond - my mum is sharing it with her home church in
Australia!
The goal is to dance together to a common beat
through the month of December, taking the time
to take care of ourselves and each other and to
have fun this Christmas season. My hope is that
loads of you will share photos of your activities
through this month, specifically for me to add to
our community Facebook page, so please keep
the photos coming throughout December!! I will
also be posting relevant notes and quotes each
day, so make sure you follow St Peter's page.

St Peter's very own
Advent Calendar … my
mum is sharing it with her
home church in Australia!

Christmas Hampers for Refugees
by Kristee Boyd
As most of you know, St Peter's participated in
an initiative last year where individuals
personally delivered Christmas hampers to new
refugee families in Edinburgh. This was a very
rewarding experience and we're excited to
participate again this year. Hampers are £35
each and are made up of carefully selected
products that new families find useful.

We welcome
contributions and help
with delivering the
hampers.

St Peter's is going to buy some hampers again this year, but we welcome
contributions from individuals in St Peter's who might want to pay for a
hamper and/or help with delivering them. Please email me or come and
see me if you are interested in helping with this important initiative.
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Advent thoughts
by Janet McKinnell
God’s love and faithfulness give us hope. Hope is sometimes described
as light shining in a dark place. But hope is rather more than being able to
look on the bright side of every situation. Vaclav (Vacslav) Havel, a
playwright and former president of the Czech Republic wrote this:
“Hope is definitely not the same as optimism. It is not the conviction that
something will turn out well, but the certainty that something makes
sense, regardless of how it turns out.”
Meister Ekhart wrote:
What good is it to me
if this eternal birth of the divine Son
takes place unceasingly
but does not take place
within myself?
What good is it to me
for the Creator to give birth to a Son
if I do not also give birth to him
in my time and my culture?
In this birth you will discover all blessing.
But neglect this birth
and you neglect all blessing.
Tend only to this birth in you
and you will find there
all goodness and all consolation,
all delight, all being and all truth.
What this means for you might be worth pondering.
May each of us embrace the Advent hope that doesn’t need to know in
advance what the future holds, the Advent hope that trusts in God’s
promises and is content to wait for understanding and meaning.
Amen.
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Christmas Services
In addition to the usual Sunday services, there will be:
SUNDAY, 15 DECEMBER
6.30pm Traditional Service of Lessons and Carols by candlelight
CHRISTMAS EVE
4.00pm Crib Service – making Christingles
11.30pm Midnight Communion Service
CHRISTMAS DAY
10.45am All-Age Communion Service

Christmas Tree Lights
Our Christmas Tree will be in church before Advent Sunday. Last year
there was some confusion about when the tree would be lit. Advent is an
important season and the tree lights will not be used until Christmas.
The only times when the tree is lit during Advent are when the service is a
Christmas service: e.g. the Carol Service and the visit of Preston Street
School on the last day of term.

Christmas Communions
If you are unable to attend any of the Christmas services and would
like to receive Holy Communion at home during the Christmas period,
please let Revd Sue Whitehouse or Janet McKinnell know.
Do also let us know if you, one of your family or another member of St
Peter’s is sick or has gone into hospital.
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Unseen: Our Christmas Charity
by Janice Allister
This year’s collections at St Peter’s Christmas Services will go to support
the work of Unseen–do contribute what you can.
“If there is one abuse that offends our conscience in every way, it is the
enslavement of a human being. No child should be born without hope;
no person should live without freedom”. Desmond Tutu.
When I was little, when looking for something, my mother used to say to
me “There it is, right under your nose!”
I have worked as a GP for 44 years and thought I had seen most things,
but it is only recently that I realised that I am missing “seeing” things.
“Modern slavery” is one. It includes some of the young people who have
been moved from one city to another; people who work in car washes or
cleaning or in nail salons.
The term modern slavery under the Modern Slavery Act 2015
encompasses the following definitions:
• Slavery is where ownership is exercised over a person
• Servitude involves the obligation to provide services imposed by
coercion
• Forced or compulsory labour involves work or service extracted from
any person under the menace of a penalty and for which the person
has not offered himself voluntarily
• Human trafficking concerns arranging or facilitating the travel of
another with a view to exploiting them.
Reports of recent deaths in a refrigerated lorry and women promised
hotel work in Scotland and then forced into sex with multiple different
partners have been utterly shocking.
Helping “turn the tide” on these abuses needs our awareness and
involvement.
Unseen is a charity working directly with victims to provide personal help
and safe houses, as well as working to disrupt the facilitators and
organisers of this hidden trade. It also aims to raise awareness and
community involvement.
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I had not heard of its work before until the day I couldn’t stop thinking of
the slow and tortured death of the group of Vietnamese young people
whose families had paid upwards of £10,000 for their travel and are now
in the thrall of moneylenders themselves. When I looked I soon found
Unseen: www.unseen.org. This website is worth a visit because it gives
names of trustees and further personal testimonies (adapted to hide
identities) of those who have been rescued.
An example is Anna who worked in a nail bar and was being sexually
abused and imprisoned in a house. One of her customers passed her
Unseen’s helpline number 0800 121 900 which she had the courage to
phone. It was not straightforward to escape, but Unseen provided her with
a safe house. There are separate houses for men, women and children.
Unseen workers arrange for legal, medical, social and financial help.
The police know to take victims there if found.
I know from my work it takes time, skill and patience to help such people
recover and become independent again. One of Unseen’s aims is not
only to enable rescue, but also recovery and rehabilitation. It occurs to me
that I might well have seen people who have been trafficked in the
surgery, since GPs no longer need to ask for proof of address. Usually
people do not talk easily of such experiences.
I feel as a Christian I can no longer ignore Unseen. It does the kind of
work I usually support: children have been abused and those with mental
health problems. To my surprise other friends in the church felt the same
when I nominated it. I ask you to consider giving as well. I will continue to
remember my mother’s saying “it’s there right under your nose!”

St Peter’s Christmas Bazaar
by Kristee Boyd
Tables are booking up fast for St Peter's Christmas Bazaar on Friday 6
December, 1 - 4pm. This is a buy/swap/sell event for individuals, groups
and families to clear out unwanted items, raise a little extra money for
Christmas and do a little shopping in a way that is ethical and economical.
Registration is free. We are also very excited to welcome a Syrian dance
troupe to perform at 2pm as well! See St Peter's Facebook page for more
details or speak to me directly. Registration forms available in the hall.
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Two Special Concerts for Advent!
by Christine Bethune
St Peter’s is delighted to welcome two very
different ensembles, presenting two very different
seasonal programmes. Neither has performed at
St Peter’s before, and each promises to be a treat
for us all.

A concert for Advent
in aid of The Mission
to Seafarers.

CORDIALIS
Cordialis will present “Holy Mystery”: A concert
for Advent in aid of The Mission to Seafarers. Cordialis is a vocal
ensemble who have come together to perform this concert.
Saturday 30 November, 7.00 pm at St Peter's Church (Please note time
change)
Admission: £10 full, £7 concession
Tickets available at the door or from friends of Cordialis.
There will be an interval with refreshments.
The concert will be directed by Simon Filsell. Simon has an extensive
background in vocal music as chorister, lay clerk, soloist and director, and
has sung in many choirs including those of the cathedrals of St Giles and
St Mary’s, and the Robin Chapel. He is Diocesan Administrator for the
Episcopal Diocese of Edinburgh.
For more information about The Mission to Seafarers, visit
https://www.missiontoseafarers.org/ or http://www.mtss.scot
“HARPY” CHRISTMAS: An Evening of Harp
Heather Downie, Sam MacAdam and Romy Wymer will play
Tchaikovsky’s Nutcracker Suite arranged for two clarsachs and electroharp, with an accompanying dancer, and
followed by some Christmas favourites.
A concert for Advent
in aid of St Vincent
Monday 9 December, 7.30pm in St Peter's
Hospice
Church.
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Admission free. Donations will be welcomed in aid of St Vincent Hospice
(http://www.stvincentshospice.co.uk/)
There will be an interval with refreshments.
This evening is in memory of Ewelina Brzozowska, the performers’ much
missed friend and colleague.
Heather, Sam and Romy are all performers and teachers based in
Glasgow. For a while Sam attended St Peter’s Church, and it was
memories of our magnificent building that led her to approach us for this
concert.

Why Daisies?
by David Gibbon
Not a few people have recently been asking “Why do we have daisies
everywhere?” There is a reason.
When Ben Tindall was commissioned to design the redecoration of the
church, the brief was to try to recover some of the richness of the original
Victorian decoration scheme.
From what I can understand of it, the richly patterned wall paintings,
which had been revealed by scrapes, had been repainted once or twice
but must, by about 1910, have seemed dowdy and old fashioned. So, the
church was painted a bland off-white throughout, all pattern obliterated.
This must have looked bright and fresh at the time, but a century later,
it too was drab, and the contrast between light walls and the Peterhead
granite columns created an uncomfortable glare. So, in trying to arrive at
a decoration scheme that would pay homage to the original design intent,
it was decided to paint the walls in a much darker, richer colour and to
pattern them with stencilled symbols. What would be the appropriate
symbols?
Our patron saint, Peter, is associated with a number of symbolic images.
There is the inverted cross of the Roman tradition, but Denis Wheatley
and others have helped to give this an altogether Satanic connotation.
Then there are themes relating to Simon Peter’s career as a fisherman:
fish and nets. The crowing cock, the rock on which papal authority is
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founded, “Tu es Petrus” and, of course, the keys to the gates of Heaven,
a somewhat cliched symbol that Ben has revitalised in a Trinitarian
format, the rotational symmetry of which has unsettled some, but which
has nevertheless become the highly recognisable logo of St Peter’s
Lutton Place. Then there are St Peter’s chains.
From Acts 12.7
Suddenly an angel of the Lord appeared and a light shone in the cell. He
struck Peter on the side and woke him up. “Quick, get up!” he said, and
the chains fell off Peter’s wrists.
As with so many biblical references, the supposed chains miraculously
turned up in various Roman churches and became objects of veneration.
Typically, in the Roman church, rusty old chains are gloomily displayed,
as in the photo in the inside front cover.
Ben concluded that this macabre symbol did not fit well with the style of
St Peter’s and cast around for a lighter, more playful kind of chain until he
alighted on that symbol of sunny childhood, the daisy chain. This theme
now continues from our Church down into our entrance hall area,
connecting the two visually.

COG … Has Been Busy!
by Liz Hare
HARVEST LUNCH
It’s been a busy autumn for the St Peter’s Community Outreach Group.
The free community lunch after the Harvest Festival was well attended
and well supplied with delicious foods by members of the congregation.
THE LAND TRUST
We managed to make a start to fund raise for the charity COG events will
be supporting over the Christmas period and into 2020. This is the World
Land Trust. This organisation was established in 1989 to ensure
conservation of plants, animals and natural communities in areas at risk.
The Trust plants trees, and purchases and conserves land in 20
countries.
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QUIZ NIGHT
The 1st November Quiz Night was another success. David Simpson was
a most entertaining quiz master and the winners were Ian Gillespie’s
team, ‘Newcastle United Reserves’ who won despite Ian’s slight
knowledge of modern popular music! Fliers round the door attracted a
group of young neighbours from Oxford Street who seemed to have fun.
Thanks to Ann Stevenson’s tombola we raised £236 for the refurbishment
fund.
BETHANY NIGHT SHELTERS
The new season of Bethany Night Shelters for Edinburgh’s growing
homeless community started in Gorgie Parish church in October. Bethany
hopes they will shortly get permission from the Council to base all their
shelters in the ‘Diadem’, formerly the church on the corner of Gorgie
Road and Chesser Avenue. We are asked to pray that planning
permission will soon be granted so the rough sleepers will have some
permanence in their lives by knowing there is a bed and shower for them
in ‘Diadem’.
The St Peter’s teams, co-ordinated by COG, provide hot meals for around
70 people at nine shelters over the winter. Your prayers and financial
support are always welcome for this much-needed work.
CHRISTMAS TREE LIGHTING
COG’s next activity is organising the popular Christmas Tree Lighting
event. The trees go up inside and outside the church on Thursday 28th
November and we will switch on the lights at 5pm on 1st December, sing
a few carols outside then move into the cosy hall for more carols round
the piano, mulled wine, seasonal nibbles and activities for the children.
Do come along to support this community event.
BURNS SUPPER
Then in the New Year we are arranging a Burns Supper on Friday 24th
January at 7.00pm in the hall. With speeches from Dan Dowcra, Rupert
Forbes and Angie Saunders, music, all the traditional Burns food and
more, who could miss this occasion? Tickets cost £10 and will soon be on
sale. Profits from our Christmas events and the Burns Supper go to the
World Land Trust.
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Events in St Peter’s Community
by Kristee Boyd, Community Development Officer
TODDLER GROUPS
Many thanks to all who have contributed to our Toddler Groups this year,
including those of you who have stopped by for coffee from time to time to
meet our lovely parents, grandparents and nannies! Our groups continue
to be as busy as ever and, with the help of the amazing Ann Stevenson,
St. Peter’s consistently offers a friendly, caring and supportive space for
families in our community.
TREE DECORATING
On Thursday 28 November, toddlers will help the COG group to decorate
Christmas trees in St Peter’s hall. Many thanks to Liz Hare for organising
this, as our toddler group families really enjoyed this last year!
CHAI DAY
Don't forget that Chai Day is taking place in our group on Monday 25
November, 9:30-11:30, to raise awareness and money for organisations
that work with those affected by gender-based violence. If you want to
contribute baked goodies, please do let me know - otherwise, drop by for
a chai and a chat!
Our last Toddler Group before the Christmas break will run on Thursday
19 December. We will recommence on Thursday 9 January 2020.
WHO LET THE DADS OUT?
Unfortunately we will no longer be running Who Let the Dads Out?
Building and Breakfast mornings next year. Numbers have been
dwindling in recent months and it has been decided that it is not practical
to continue to run them. Our final Who Let the Dads Out will run on
Saturday 23 November, 9:30 - 11:30am.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CAFE
So far, we have enjoyed a pizza party, a bake sale to raise money for
Edinburgh Uni’s Blood, Bone Marrow and Organ Donation Society and a
trip to the cinema. In December, we’re planning a trip to the Christmas
Markets together. Thanks to our young adults for all you contribute to St
Peter’s community and for the fun you bring to all of our events!
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Who’d have ‘thunk’ it?
by Laura Bird
After two and a half years of deliberations, consultations, planning,
personal gifts, fundraising events, trust donations, official permissions,
architects, quantity surveyors, joiners, glaziers, decorators, engineers and
many more people, St Peter’s church has been realigned with a new airy
entrance area, linking the church to the choir vestry and facilities
downstairs. Once again you, the congregation, have pulled together to
make an ambitious project happen.
Phase Two, recently completed, has been by far the biggest and costliest
part of renewing our church buildings. So it was with great gladness that
many of us came to help bless it on Sunday 3 November Jim, Sue and
Janet led a thanksgiving liturgy on the stairs. Given the magnitude of the
project, Janet had an oscar-acceptance-speech long list of people for us
to thank. The choir then bathed the entrance hall in joyful sounds, a sort
of aural baptism.
The new building stands neatly on the footprint of the old building, but
with a sweeping staircase, wide doorway and good-sized lift, it has
transformed the relationship between the church and hall buildings. The
choir vestry is now dry and accessible. We look forward to seeing what
new groups and community activities come to use it when the choir isn’t
rehearsing.
On 3 November many of you stayed for lunch and heard about some
different vulnerable people who benefit from clubs and activities in our
uniquely accessible hall.
We now need Phase 3 to upgrade the hall itself to the same smart,
hospitable standard as the rest of the building, ensuring that it continues
to be a valuable church and community resource in future years The
Vestry is currently considering the Building Group’s recommendations.
All being well we should start work early in 2020.
Your financial support to help this happen is a great vote of confidence in
St Peter's future and demonstrates what we can achieve with common
purpose and determination. As a supporter of St Peter’s, you are helping
both the church community and people in need in Edinburgh.
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So far, we have spent nearly £1 million on the project and the total cost is
likely to exceed £1.3 million with the hall revamp costing over £200,000.
Thanks to Dorothea Locker’s generous legacy we were able to use
£900,000 of Church funds. The Government's recovery scheme for listed
places of worship will enable us to recover around £150,000 of VAT. We
have had over £100,000 of Grants and an amazing £150,000 of
donations and fundraising from the congregation. These funds bring us
very close to completing the project. If you are thinking of making a
contribution, of whatever amount, it really will make a difference.

News from Inverness
by Eric Beck
It is with great pleasure that I can tell you that my PhD thesis has been
published under the title Justice and Mercy in the Apocalypse of Peter:
A New Translation and Analysis of the Purpose of the Text.
The thesis has been published by Mohr Siebeck in Wissenschaftliche
Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament series 1. It is an incredible
feeling holding four years of my life in actual book form, and I want to
thank you all for the emotional and spiritual support you gave to me
during the process. For those that may be interested, here is the blurb
from the book:
The Apocalypse of Peter, best known for its tour of hell, was a popular
text in Early Christianity, but is largely neglected today. Eric J. Beck
attempts to bring new life to the study of this text by challenging current
assumptions regarding its manuscript tradition and primary purpose. By
undertaking the first comparative analysis utilising all available manuscript
evidence, the author creates a new translation of the text that at times
advocates for the reliability of the oft neglected Akhmīm fragment. He
then offers the first detailed analysis of the text in order to ascertain the
purpose of the document. In so doing, he argues against a monitory
interpretation of the text. Instead, he suggests the text uses an integrated
understanding of justice and mercy that is meant to encourage its readers
to have compassion on those who receive punishment in the afterlife.
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News from Canada
by Maryann Amor
Hello from Edmonton, Alberta, Canada! It has been a little over a year
since I was last at St. Peter’s, having visited when I came to Edinburgh
for my PhD graduation in the summer of 2018.
In the time that has passed I have, finally, been ordained a transitional
deacon in the Anglican Church of Canada (my ordination date was Nov
4th, 2019). The journey towards ordination took me 17 years and it has
been difficult, but as I was ordained I felt all of that slip away. I cried
during the entire ordination part of the service, but they were definitely
tears of joy. My plan now is to continue in ministry, possibly doing some
academic work on the side (e.g. publishing); however, I am leaving all of
the details up to God and am ready to walk through whatever doors seem
to open in my life.
I hope all is well with all of you; I think about St. Peter’s often and hope
that I will be able to come back for a visit at some point in the future.
Best wishes, Maryann (or, I guess, The Reverend Dr Maryann) Amor
…though this still looks and feels very weird to me!)

Monday Group
by Liz Philp
The Monday Group meets regularly at 7.30pm during the winter months –
October to April – normally on the first and third Mondays of the month,
although with one afternoon meeting per term. We are now once again
meeting in the choir vestry, thus no access problems thanks to the new
lift.
Please note that membership is open to all, both men and women, and
their friends. Annual membership is £5, we ask for a £1 donation on the
night if you come to a meeting. Talks are always open to non-members.
On Monday 4th November Sue Whitehouse’s illustrated talk on her recent
trip to Japan was most interesting. By the time you read this we will have
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had a talk by Vicki Clark, Lay Representative for St Leonard’s, Lasswade,
about “Mercy Ships”, which provide medical and community care and free
surgeries for the underserved in Africa. The hospital ship Africa Mercy is
staffed by volunteers and Vicki has served on the ship. Although the
charity is a Christian organisation and holds prayer meetings aboard ship,
there is no attempt to convert to Christianity, and all the care is given
independent of the patient’s spiritual status.
Our only meeting in December will be an afternoon meeting on Monday
2nd at 2.30pm. Jane Taylor, who was supposed to lead this meeting, is
sadly still in hospital, but Margaret Garden has kindly offered to come and
show us how to make birthday cards, which we can either keep for
ourselves or donate for sale on the joint Monday Group / Craft Group stall
at Kristee’s Christmas Bazaar. Other handmade items or superior bric-abrac for the stall will be gratefully received. We also have only one
meeting in January - the annual Group members party, hosted this year
by Jane Sutherland. Monday 20th January at 7.30pm.
On Monday 3rd February at 7.30pm there will be a talk by Ed Bethune on
the Tranent to Cockenzie Waggonway, possibly the first in Scotland,
which opened in1722. Originally a wooden track drawn by horses, it
connected the coal pits at Tranent with the salt pans at Cockenzie and
the harbour at Port Seton. This promises to be an interesting talk about
the little-known history of an important early industrial site not far from us
in Edinburgh.

Do You Receive a Magazine?
by Liz Philp
Did you know that an electronic version of the magazine is produced and
can be sent to you by email? This is more eco-friendly than a paper copy.
If you would like to do your bit towards saving the planet by having the
magazine emailed to you, please send a request to
office@stpetersedinburgh.org and Colin will add you to the list.
If, however, you prefer a paper copy of this magazine and are not always
able to pick one up in church, it can be either delivered or posted to you.
Magazines are delivered in the Newington, Grange and Craigmillar Park
areas and as far south as the Inch.
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If you would like to have your magazine posted to you, the magazine is
still free, but you would need to pay for the postage.
If you would like to take advantage of either of the latter two opportunities,
please contact Liz Philp via the office:
administration@stpetersedinburgh.org.
Offers to deliver a few magazines in your area would also be very
gratefully received.

Sunday Readings
1 Dec
8 Dec

Isaiah 2..1-5 • Romans 13.11-14 • Matthew 24.36-44
Isaiah 1.1-10 • Romans 15.4-13 • Matthew 3.1-12

15 Dec Isaiah 35.1-10 • James 5.7-10 • Matthew 11.2.-11
22 Dec Isaiah 7.10-16 • Romans 1.1-7 • Matthew 1.18.25
29 Dec Isaiah 63.7-9 • Hebrews 2.10-18 • Matthew 2.13-23.
5 Jan

Isaiah 60.1-6 • Ephesians 3.1-12 • Matthew 2.1-12

12 Jan Isaiah 42.1-9 • Acts 10.34-43 • Matthew 3.13-17
19 Jan Isaiah 49.1-7 • 1 Corinthians 1.1-9 • John 1.29-42.
26 Jan Isaiah 9.1-4 • 1 Corinthians 1.10-18 • Matthew 4.12-23

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Front Cover photo by Zane Lee on Unsplash
Front collage photo of chains from www.travelblog.org/
Back Collage Photo of Oliver and Joe Brewer-Lennon was taken at
Oliver’s Installation as Vice-Provost of St Mary’s Cathedral in Glasgow.
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Sunday Services
8.30am

A quiet said service of Holy Communion, usually using the
Book of Common Prayer.

10.45am A sung service of Holy Communion using liturgies from 1970
and 1982; includes children’s activities.
First Sunday of the month:
Sung Matins in the church
Informal all-age Communion service in the Hall
6.30pm Choral Evensong, usually the fourth Sunday of the month.
N.B. There will be no Choral Evensong in December, as the
Carol Service will be on 15 December. The next Choral Evensong
on Sunday 26thJanuary, 2020.

Weekday Services
Monthly services of Holy Communion are held at St Peter’s at 11.00am
on the first Thursday of the month, followed by lunch in a local
restaurant.
The next services will be on Thursdays 5 December and 9 January.
Monthly services of Holy Communion in the hall are also held on the
third Tuesday of each month at 2.30pm followed by tea/coffee and cake.
Next afternoon services: Tuesdays 17 December and 21 January.

Music Notes
by Rupert Forbes
There will be no Thursday Choir Practice or Voice for Life on either 26
December 2019 or 2 January 2020. Junior choir practice will resume at
7pm on 9 January, with adults joining at 7.45pm, but Voice for Life
classes start again on 16 January.
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Dates for the Diary
NOVEMBER
30

Cordialis Concert • 7.00pm in church. (Please note time change)

DECEMBER
1

Advent Sunday • Tree-Lighting at 5.00pm.

2

Monday Group • 2.30pm in the choir vestry.

5

Holy Communion • 11.00am followed by lunch.

6

St Peter’s Bazaar • 1.00-4.00pm in the hall.

9

“Harpy” Christmas concert * 7.30pm in the church.

15

Carol Service • 6.30pm in the church.

17

Afternoon service • 2.30pm in the hall.

JANUARY
9

Holy Communion • 11.00am followed by lunch.

16

Copy deadline for the February magazine.

21

Afternoon Service • 2.30pm in the hall.

24

Burns Supper • 7.00pm in the hall.

26

Choral Evensong • 6.30pm in the church.

Notices for the Pewspaper
Notices need to be with the office by Wednesday of the preceding week.
Additional, written notices may be passed to the clergy to be read at the
various Sunday services.
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People
CLERGY
Interim Pastor:
The Very Revd Jim Mein
Associate Priest: The Revd Sue Whitehouse
LAY READER: Mrs Janet McKinnell
DIOCESAN REPRESENTATIVES
Lay Representative: Elizabeth Philp
Alternate Lay Representative: Vacant
CHURCH ORGANISATIONS & GROUPS
Director of Music: Rupert Forbes
Organist: Sheila Chisholm
Organ Scholar: Ifeanyichukwu Ezinmadu
Choir Warden: Fiona Barton
Community Development Officer: Kristee Boyd
Servers’ Guild: Bill Polson
Parents & Toddlers (Monday & Thursday): Kristee Boyd
Monday Group: Elizabeth Philp
Thursday Lunch Club (1st Thursday at 11.00am): Delia Keir
Magazine Distribution: Elizabeth Philp
CHURCH OFFICERS
Vestry Secretary: Andrew Sikes
Hon Treasurer: Duncan McKinnell
Gift Aid Secretary: Chris Hodgson
Sacristan: Liz Mackay
Verger: Deborah Waterson
Hall Bookings: Colin Harrison
Finance Convenor: Ralph Garden
Works Convenor: Liz Mackay
Admin & Gen Purposes Convenor: Alison Mowat
Social/Outreach COG Convenor: Liz Hare
All these people can be contacted via the Church Office: 0131 662 9171
Office hours are 9.00am to 1.00pm, Monday to Friday.
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